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From April 20-22 four athletes and three coaches attended the USA Leadership Summit in 
Houston.  The following is a compilation of the athlete’s reports and takeaways from the summit.  
 
Joelle Ohr: 

The USA Leadership Summit I attended was one of the most unique experiences I’ve 
ever had, and it is one that I will remember for the rest of my life.  From the first night at the 
Leadership Summit, I knew it would make an impact on not only my leadership roles but also 
myself as a person.  We participated in many eye opening activities that helped me understand 
how my leadership abilities can be unique and how they can be applied in different situations.  I 
really liked the self awareness portion where I found out my true values and how that could help 
me be a leader to the best of my ability.  After the self awareness exercise, I enjoyed learning 
how a certain type of person could complement other people with different personality types. 
The scheduling was timed out perfectly, although a lot of the athletes would have liked more 
downtime, the meals were nutritious and good, and the group leaders were engaging. For me, 
and all of the other athletes and coaches I talked to, this leadership summit was an amazing 
experience.  Within the first couple days of returning from the summit, Ean Vandergraaf and I 
talked with our head coach about some things we could bring back to our community.  We have 
already seen some changes made, and I think with the new knowledge and appreciation I have 
for athlete representatives, we can work on making more swimmers aware of their role in our 
LSC.  
 
Ean Vandergraaf: 

I am very grateful for having been on this Leadership summit and representing the 
Illinois LSC. The summit really helped me learn what it means to be a leader and how I can help 
lead a group of people. This experience was like no other for me and I really enjoyed my time 
there. It would be near impossible to have gone on this trip and not meet a single new person. I 
felt like I could relate to almost everybody else on the trip due to our love for swimming. I would 
highly recommend this trip as it was an eye opening experience for me and everyone else who 
went. 
 
Madeline Padavic: 

First and foremost, I thought the USA Swimming Leadership Summit was an amazing 
experience that taught swimmers to grow, as athletes and as people. I thought that it was a 
perfect balance of individualized and group leadership activities. The first day was a great day; 
we all got to meet new people, strive through a challenging practice, and delve deeper into 
ourselves. We each discovered our values and beliefs and to further understand ourselves, we 



recognized how to strengthen our values and how to meet the needs of others who we lead. 
Saturday was the most interactive, exciting day. We started the day off with a fun practice, 
followed by strengths-based leadership activities. We all identified which of the 4 domains of 
leadership strengths we fell under, and I personally fell under the Executing category. Before we 
moved on to Governance, we discussed with our group how to act upon our weaknesses to 
instead turn them into strengths. During the Governance discussion, I realized that the Illinois 
LSC has a pitiful athlete representation, considering it has so many athletes that participate 
within the LSC. After learning this, I realized that I need to get my team more involved in 
initiatives and I need to become more involved with the IL LSC. My new goal is to attend board 
meetings and motivate others from all over the LSC to attend them as well. 
 
Kendra Joachim: 

I really enjoyed the leadership summit a lot. It was a lot of fun meeting people from all 
over the country and learning how governance and other things work in different LSCs. I liked 
seeing other kids that are trying to make a difference in USA Swimming and in their own LSCs 
and clubs. I felt really inspired hearing their ideas and listening to what they had to say about 
being a leader. I learned a lot including how you need to know yourself in order to be a good 
leader and that there is more than one type of leader. I plan on taking back the examples of 
leadership that we learned about in various presentations like the presentation on peer leadership 
where we learned how to work for the team and not just for yourself. 






